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A New Marketing Brochure Highlights Features of Fleksy Keyboard

The document describes the advantages of this innovative messaging method.

(PRWEB) August 17, 2014 -- A marketing brochure released by Fleksy illustrates an advanced keyboard
system that significantly improves typing speed and accuracy. The world’s fastest keyboard can now offer a
broader audience of mobile device users this impressive new messaging method now that it is optimized for
Intel® Atom™ tablets for Android*.

The publication describes the various features of the app, including an intelligent autocorrect mechanism that
intuits a variety of options and easy selection of the correct word. Punctuation, deletion and spacing employ a
swipe-and-tap function so proper grammar and usage is maximized. The app also features a long list of
languages, multiple, colorful themes, easy cloud and social media connection and over 600 Emojis for creative,
fun expression.

Fleksy is an Intel® Software Partner and has access to a broad range of technical and business tools through the
Intel® Developer Zone.

Download at:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.syntellia.fleksy.kb&referrer=utm_source%3Dintel%26utm_medium%3Dpr%26utm_campaign%3Dintel

About Fleksy:
Fleksy is a team of designers and developers that focus on productivity and messaging applications. For more
information, visit: http://fleksy.com/

About the Intel Developer Zone
The Intel Developer Zone supports independent developers and software companies of all sizes and skill levels
with technical communities, go-to-market resources and business opportunities. To learn more about becoming
an Intel Software Partner, join the Intel Developer Zone. For more information, visit: https://software.intel.com/

Intel, the Intel logo and Intel Inside are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries.
*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
Copyright © 2014 Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Contact Information
PR
Exact Market
+1 (408) 335-0390

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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